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Do-It-Yourself Stitch People Oct 07 2020
Simple Sewing Projects Nov 27 2019 From Make It Yourself magazine comes Simple Sewing, an allinclusive introduction to sewing. Make It Yourself serves the new generation of crafters captivated by Etsy
and Pinterest, inspiring them to try out sewing techniques by hand or machine. Whether it’s your first time
stitching, you’re trying to introduce a friend or loved one to the craft, or you just want to brush up and
expand your skillset, Simple Sewing Projects is for you. Whether you’ve been sewing for five weeks or five
decades, Simple Sewing Projects features 120+ designs, tutorials, and accompanying patterns accessible to
any sewer. The time-honored craft of sewing is a tremendously useful skill—it lets you create pretty and
utilitarian pieces that can be given as gifts or used to bring color, texture, and interest to your life. The designs
are easy enough for beginners but will also have great appeal to more experienced sewers looking for
something fun to whip up in an afternoon or two. Each project is presented with a finished photo; step-bystep instructions, illustrations, and photos; and corresponding patterns where necessary. The look and feel of
the book puts a fresh spin on traditional sewing with youthful, on-trend DIY fashion, accessories, and decor.
From appliqué affirmation pillows to embroidered jewelry, from five-minute wreaths to dog beds, whether
you sew for practical reasons or purely for the satisfaction of making something by hand, Simple Sewing
Projects will inspire you to get stitching. Just some of the projects: Pillows & Throws Denim Grommet Pillow,
Recycled Sweater Throw, Rosette Pillow Home Dec & Accessories Embroidered Tea Towels,
Monogrammed Cards, Embroidered Coasters Purses, Bags & Personal Accessories Denim Tote, Fabric
Clutch, Embroidered Scarf Kids & Pets Girl’s Ruffle Skirt, Fabric Bunting, Dog’s Food and Drink Mat

and Cushions Simple Storage Reusable Snack and Sandwich Bags, Felt Pencil Case, Make-in-Minutes
Jewelry Bag Notions & Pincushions Donut Pincushions, Circle Sewing Bag, Stuffed Mushroom Case
Holiday Projects Napkin Rings, Make-in-Minutes Gift Tags, Stockings
A Stitch in Time Jul 16 2021 Escape into this time travel romance series by #1 New York Times bestselling
fantasy author Kelley Armstrong… Thorne Manor has always been haunted…and it has always haunted
Bronwyn Dale. As a young girl, Bronwyn could pass through a time slip in her great-aunt's house, where she
visited William Thorne, a boy her own age, born two centuries earlier. After a family tragedy, the house was
shuttered and Bronwyn was convinced that William existed only in her imagination. Now, twenty years later
Bronwyn inherits Thorne Manor. And when she returns, William is waiting. William Thorne is no longer the
boy she remembers. He’s a difficult and tempestuous man, his own life marred by tragedy and a scandal
that had him retreating to self-imposed exile in his beloved moors. He’s also none too pleased with
Bronwyn for abandoning him all those years ago. As their friendship rekindles and sparks into something
more, Bronwyn must also deal with ghosts in the present version of the house. Soon she realizes they are
linked to William and the secret scandal that drove him back to Thorne Manor. To build a future, Bronwyn
must confront the past. * * * * * Keywords: award-winning novel; time travel novel; time slip; Victorian
romance; bestselling author; gothic; second chance at love; cold-case mystery; haunted house; Yorkshire
moors; first in series; no cliffhangers
Disney Manga: Stitch and the Samurai, volume 2 Sep 05 2020 While fleeing the Galactic Federation,
Stitch's spaceship malfunctions and he makes an emergency landing... not in Hawaii, but in Sengoku-era
Japan! Discovered by the brutal warlord Lord Yamato and his clan, Stitch's incomparable cuteness is no
match for the battle-weary samurai, who decides to bring the "blue tanuki" home with him. Will Stitch's love
of chaos turn into a formidable advantage for the samurai's influence? Or will his cute and fluffy form disarm
the noble lord's stern facade?
Stitch by Stitch Dec 09 2020 An awe-inspiring African American woman! A talented seamstress, born a
slave, bought freedom for herself and her son. Elizabeth Hobbs Keckley was born in 1818, enslaved to a
Virginian plantation owner. As a teenager, Lizzie was sent to work as the only slave on a small plantation,
where the work was endless, and the masters treated her with unspeakable cruelty. A new master, learning
Lizzie could sew, sent her to work for a tailor, who paid the master, not Lizzie, for Lizzie's work. The beautiful
gowns that Lizzie created were displayed in the tailor's window and soon attracted the attention of the
wealthiest women in Virginia. Among them was Mrs. Jefferson Davis who also introduced Lizzy to Mary
Todd Lincoln. Though Lizzie first had to borrow money from her wealthy patrons to buy her freedom, once
she was free, she was able to earn money of her own and pay them all back. Connie Morrison writes with
straightforward honesty and clarity. This inspiring story about an unsung hero is beautifully illustrated by
Elizabeth Zunon with digital collage by Elizabeth Zunon with mixed media including oil paint, paper, fabric,
ribbon, embroidery, lace, and appliqué. A Junior Library Guild Gold Standard Selection
Love at First Stitch Oct 31 2022 Love at First Stitch gives you all the know-how you need to start making
the dresses of your dreams. Written for novice stitchers, Tilly Walnes demystifies dressmaking for the
generations that have never been taught to sew. This book presents the core sewing basics in an informal
style, with Tilly's friendly and encouraging voice cheering the reader on throughout.
Elegant Stitches Dec 21 2021 The renowned fiber artist shares a wealth of inspiration in this illustrated
reference guide with 100s of stitches for needleworkers of all skill levels. Judith Baker Montano’s Elegant
Stitches features all the step-by-step instructions and illustrations you’ll need to create your own
embroidered masterpieces. This volume includes 117 embroidery stitches and more than 130 crazy quilt
combination stitches to start your stitching adventure. Judith also offers in-depth instruction on silk ribbon
stitches, free-form stitches, composite stitches, and even left-handed stitches.
First Time Embroidery and Cross Stitch Jun 14 2021 Learning how to embroider and cross stitch has never

been simpler! Like having a personal instructor at your side, this beginner’s guide teaches everything you
need to know about a variety of hand stitching techniques. Filled with detailed descriptions of materials and
tools, the easy step-by-step instructions for classic embroidery, crewel, and cross-stitch will have you creating
and embellishing projects like jewelry, journal covers, pillows, fashions, and more with confidence. With First
Time Embroidery and Cross Stitch, you’ll be personalizing your own amazing pieces with beautiful stitches
in no time.
The Mickelberg Stitch Sep 25 2019 A real-life thriller. An ingenious swindle at the Perth Royal Mint nets a
fortune in gold bullion, and the police turn on the three Mickelberg brothers, who are sentenced to long gaol
terms. But the prosecution was based on a mass of questionable evidence, and now the Mickelbergs are
hunting down their persecutors.
The Geeky Stitching Co's Little Book of Cross Stitch Jan 10 2021
The Proper Stitch Aug 05 2020 An instructional technique book and CD combination that helps stitchers
perfect their skills Presenting projects and stitch illustrations, this book/CD package teaches and improves
stitching skills to intermediate and experienced craftspeople.
Improper Cross-Stitch Apr 24 2022 A fun, witty, nerdy, and irreverent craft book for the modern crossstitcher. Sometimes it's good to be a little...improper. Profane, funny, and smart, Haley Pierson-Cox's
IMPROPER CROSS-STITCH invites the modern crafter to bring personality and humor to their cross stitch
projects. From a fully designed "Damn it feels good to be a crafter" to the beautiful Art Deco inspired "fuck,"
Haley's patterns are fresh, lively and just what the crafter ordered. In this book, she'll introduce readers to the
joys of stitching the naughty, the profane, the irreverent, and the just plain awesome. First, she starts with a
basic lesson in cross-stitch technique, no previous experience required. Then, once readers know your way
around an embroidery hoop and a skein of floss, the books moves on to the designs—35 in total, ranging
from hip, to nerdy, to ironically domestic—where Haley encourages crafters to embrace their inner snark
with gleeful abandon. Her easy to follow instructions and colorful designs can make a cross stitcher out of
anyone. In all her years of crafting, Haley's learned many things, but this simple fact remains one of the most
important: There is absolutely nothing in this world quite so satisfying as enshrining something deeply
inappropriate within the delicate stitches of a cross-stitch sampler. It's truly one of life's great delights!
Lit Stitch Feb 08 2021 “Savvily combines literary themes and cross-stitch designs in [a] visually appealing
collection of projects . . . delightful.” —Publishers Weekly Inside Book Riot’s Lit Stitch, you’ll find a
number of badass, bookish cross-stitch patterns to let you show off your love of all things literary. Some are
for bookmarks, others are for wall decor, and still others can take on a whole host of finished outcomes.
What they have in common is their literary bent—the patterns speak to all manner of literary-minded book
lovers, who are happy to display their nerdier sides. And what better way than through your own cross-stitch
art to hang on your wall, prop on your desk, or even gift to friends and family? Most if not all are beginnerfriendly and can be completed in a few hours—instant stitchification! So grab yourself some excellent
embroidery floss, hoops, and needles, and pick out one or more of these great cross-stitch patterns for your
next project.
Creepy Cross-Stitch Oct 19 2021 CROSS-STITCH GOES WITCHY WITH DARK AND ELEGANT
DESIGNS From spooky skulls to ghoulish graveyards, Lindsay Swearingen of Tusk and Cardinal gives crossstitch a dark yet whimsical update. Curious creatures like phantom felines, legendary fixtures from folklore
like Baba Yaga and all manner of haunted houses make the perfect subjects for these needlework
masterpieces. Fun and easy to learn, cross-stitch is an art form that truly anybody can master. Lindsay gives
you a crash course in the basics to ensure you have all the materials and techniques you need to start off on
the right foot. Then, dive into her incredible patterns and stitch yourself some oddities that range from quirky
to downright eerie. Anyone with an appreciation for the macabre will swoon for patterns like Lovers’
Graves, which features twin headstones and a heart-shaped weeping willow. Meanwhile, the ghosts, ghouls

and ghastly bats of Trick or Treat and Haunted Wings are perfect pieces to hang on your wall to keep the
spirit of Halloween in your home year-round. With moody tones, muted hues and spooky subjects, this
collection of bewitching patterns makes it easy to add a little subversive charm to your cross-stitch repertoire.
The Geometry of Hand-Sewing May 02 2020 As makers, we tend to learn different stitches over time
without thinking much about how they relate to one another. But when Natalie Chanin and her Alabama
Chanin and The School of Making teams began to look at needlework closely, they realized all stitches are
based on geometric grid systems—and by using grids as guides, they could make learning stitches, even
seemingly elaborate ones, as easy as child’s play. In The Geometry of Hand-Sewing Chanin presents their
breakthrough method, featuring illustrated instructions (for both right- and left-handed stitchers) for more
than 100 stitches—from the most basic straight and chain to the more fanciful feather and herringbone;
photos of both right and wrong sides; and guidelines for modifying stitches to increase one’s repertoire
further. To simplify learning, the book also offers downloads for two stitching cards with the grids on which
every stitch in the book is based. These printable cards can be used as stencils for transferring grids to fabric.
Lilo & Stitch (Disney Lilo & Stitch) May 26 2022 The beloved Disney movie Lilo & Stitch retold for the
first time in the iconic Little Golden Book format! Lilo is a young, lonely girl who has never quite fit in with
kids her own age. Stitch is an extraterrestrial creature genetically engineered to cause chaos and destruction.
When Stitch ends up at the pound in Lilo's Hawaiian town, she adopts him. Together they learn that it's not
always bad to be different and that your ohana, or family, is a bond worth fighting for-even if that fight is
against alien invaders! Since 2002, Disney's Lilo & Stitch has been beloved by viewers, and now in
preparation for the 20th anniversary in 2022, you can relive the film in the classic Little Golden Book format.
Perfect for both Disney fans ages 2 to 5 and Lilo & Stitch lovers of all ages, this story is sure to bring both
laughter and tears to readers young and old.
UNDERTALE Cross Stitch Book Feb 20 2022 How to cross stitch UNDERTALE patterns.
Alabama Stitch Book Jun 26 2022 Includes 20 projects to make, designer and author demonstrates how
she learned to sew and how she has learned that what she makes is important to the community where she
grew up.
A–Z of Embroidery Stitches 2 Feb 29 2020 An amazing reference for needleworkers with projects,
instructions, and photos: “A terrific stitch dictionary . . . excellent.” —Needle ’n’ Thread Master more
stitches than you ever knew existed! Combined with the original A-Z of Embroidery Stitches, this newly
redesigned classic completes a comprehensive dictionary of embroidery stitches and techniques. It offers
embroiderers a perfect way to add variety and interest to every new stitching project. Ultra-clear visuals make
it easy to learn new techniques—and historical insights and beautiful embroideries add to the inspiration.
It’s the ultimate reference guide for needleworkers with enjoyable projects, detailed step-by-step
instructions, and stunning photographs.
Jump Into Cross Stitch Sep 17 2021 Bright and cheery cross stitch designs for beginners Cross another craft
off your bucket list with this comprehensive guide to cross stitch! Learn everything you need to know to get
started, then dive into 6 fun projects to practice your new skills. Popular cross stitch designer Sally Wilson
will inspire you with creative motifs and handmade gifts you'll want to display everywhere around the house.
Get tips and tricks, learn to hoop your fabric like a pro, and explore a variety of finishing options. With
recommendations for the best in thread, needles, notions, and helpful tools, you'll quickly be on your way to
cross stitch bliss! Relax and unwind with cross stitch—the perfect craft to express your creativity Learn the
basic skills you'll need to get started in this no-fuss instructional guide Great for gifts and home decor!
Practice your new skills with 6 modern projects
One-hour Cross Stitch Nov 19 2021 In just one hour you can create one of over 150 cross-stitch projects
designed for your home, the holidays, and all those special people in your life. You'll find projects for both
beginners and experienced stitchers, with emphasis given to stitching on ready-made garments and

household items. 117 color photos.
My First Sewing Book Jul 04 2020 Here are 35 brilliant projects that will help you learn how to sew. If
you € ve never used a needle and thread before, don € t worry €”start with the € Sewing
Techniques € section, which simply explains how to do every stitch. Then pick something to make
from one of the four chapters. In the € Toys € chapter, you € ll find juggling animals, sock
monsters and rag dolls, while in € Fashion Fun € , there are gorgeous bags, hair accessories and
more. Next, discover some brilliant € Decorations €
€”from hanging felt stars to pretty
lavender bags. Finally, € Great Gifts € is packed with ideas, such as the finger puppet cards, felt
egg cosies or the sausage dog draft excluder. All the instructions and cute step-by-step artworks are easy to
follow; plus, each project has a grade so that you can start with easy sewing and move onto using more
advanced stitches as you get better at it.
The Complete Book of Crochet Stitch Designs Nov 07 2020 A classic of stitchwork, The Complete Book
of Crochet Stitch Designs has now been updated with all-new diagrams and full-color photography, and
showcases 500 designs—from traditional favorites to originals found nowhere else. There are soft and lacy
patterns; some that mimic knitting, weaving, or patchwork; and others that use large openwork and popcorn
stitches. And every stitch design features a photo, reader-friendly instructions, and a diagram showing each
stitch and its placement—so it’s easy to understand the entire design at a glance. The guide also includes a
pictorial index, which displays the complete pattern, and directions for all basic crochet stitches. Both
beginners and experienced crocheters alike will turn to this invaluable reference for years to come.A Main
Selection of the Crafter's Choice Book Club.
Super Subversive Cross Stitch Mar 31 2020 From the OG of the Subversive Cross Stitch movement (and
brand of the same name) comes Super Subversive Cross Stitch. Featuring 50 easy-to-make designs—both
brand-new patterns and fan favorites—stitched together with trademark wit. Don't freak out. Don't make
this about you. May your life be as amazing as you pretend it is on Facebook. What fresh hell is this? Not
today, Satan. Super Subversive Cross Stitch/ is here to provide crafters with the snarky inspirations they love
to stitch. The book features 50 patterns--23 brand-new designs and 27 fan favorites--along with easy-tofollow instructions for the beginner and fonts and designs for adventurous crafters looking to customize their
creations. It recasts a traditional, dare we say "sentimental," craft into a modern, relevant art form. It's the
latest offering in the Subversive Cross Stitch brand, beloved by legions of DIYers. Less messy than graffiti,
Super Subversive Cross Stitch allows crafters to adorn walls with political pith and irreverent twists on classic
quotes ("I think, therefore I drink," "Let the good times be gin"). “This book reminds me that I'm not alone
in being crafty and sweary all at the same time. Pass the gin.” —Jenny Lawson, New York
Times–bestselling author of Furiously Happy, Let’s Pretend This Never Happened, and Broken "Julie is
the true OG of the subversive cross-stitch movement. Modern cross-stitch design would not be what it is
today without her. She is a positive and supportive force in the cross-stitch community, providing
mentorship to other designers and welcoming new stitchers into the hobby. I am so excited about her new
book!" —Stephanie Rohr, Author of Feminist Cross-Stitch
Disney: Lilo and Stitch [Tiny Book] Jul 24 2019 Relive the magic of Disney’s beloved 2002 film Lilo &
Stitch with this collectible tiny book featuring story art from the film. One of Disney’s animated favorites,
Lilo & Stitch instantly charmed audiences with its story of family and friendship, exciting animation, and
enchanting characters. Now, fans can keep Lilo and her spunky pal Stitch close to their hearts with this tiny
storybook retelling of the iconic film, illustrated with art and imagery pulled straight from the screen. Part of
Insight’s ongoing series of miniature storybooks based on popular Disney films, this tiny book is a unique
collector’s item that Disney fans will treasure for years to come.
Cross Stitch Sampler Book Aug 24 2019 "Contains 15 sets of ... cross-stitch motifs on many different
themes. These include flowers, birds, trees, sea life, tea and cakes, sweets and celebrations, baby motifs, and

many more. They can be stitched up to make a whole sampler design, or you can use the charts to pick out
individual motifs to make smaller items. Some of the designs can be used to make repeat borders"--Page 4 of
cover.
My First Stitching and Sewing Book Jan 22 2022 Sewing is fun--learn how to stitch with this step-by-step
guide. You'll soon be a sewing whiz, using a wide variety of hand stitches, as well as learning how to sew in a
zipper, how to sew on buttons, and how to embroider and applique. In Jewelry and Accessories, you can
make adorable watermelon slice brooches or a fun raccoon scarf, whilst Toys and Dolls has a fake fur teddy
bear, which would make a great gift, although he's so sweet you'll want to keep him for yourself. You can also
make a bunch of colorful felt bugs to play with--your littlest family members will love them. Next is
Stationery and Storage, which makes being organized fun! You'll be the star of your class with the monster
pencil case, and the customized tote bag is perfect to carry your books in. Learn some beautiful embroidery
stitches with the monogramed pillowcase in Gift Ideas, or why not surprise a friend for their birthday with
some personalized bunting? All of the projects have simple step-by-step artworks to guide you, plus a clearly
marked skill level so that you can start with the simpler projects and move on to more challenging crafts as
you become a more confident stitcher.
Stitch by Stitch Oct 26 2019 Determined not to let history forget those who died of AIDS, activist Cleve
Jones creates a memorial quilt to commemorate the lives of those lost and bring awareness to the disease.
Includes a Names Project timeline.
The Art of Slip-Stitch Knitting Dec 29 2019 A Fresh Look at a Classic Technique Slip stitch is one of the
simplest and most versatile knitting techniques, but it's often overlooked. The Art of Slip-Stitch Knitting is a
modern and thorough take on this technique that delivers beautiful colorwork and gorgeous textures--with
minimal effort. A complete overview covers all the basics of slip-stitch knitting, including stitch formation,
reading charts, customizing stitch patterns, choosing yarns, designing with slip-stitch patterns, and more.
Forty stitch patterns, many of which are reversible, stretch the boundaries of slip stitch, creating colorwork
that is just as graphic as Fair Isle, but much simpler; woven-looking fabrics; and fabulous textures that are
sometimes combined with lace and cables. Sixteen original projects for cardigans, pullovers, hats, bags,
scarves, and more showcase the versatility of slip stitch by using it as an allover pattern or accent. Whether
you're new to this exciting stitch or looking to go beyond the basics, The Art of Slip-Stitch Knitting is your
essential guide.
Tilly and the Buttons: Make it Simple Jun 22 2019 Sewing doesn't have to be complicated, and you don't
need lots of time to make your own clothes. While life is speeding up, this book will help you slow down and
squeeze in time to get your creative fix. Tilly and the Buttons: Make It Simple features a collection of stylish
and stress-free projects that you can stitch up in a few hours. It includes 6 full-scale dressmaking patterns,
from which you can make 24 projects. All of the garments are quick to sew and easy to fit, with a short supply
list and no fiddly fastenings – from a perfect t-shirt and stylish playsuit to a wear-with-everything pinafore
dress and cosy cardigan. Make It Simple is for both beginners looking for easy projects and experienced
stitchers wanting the instant gratification that comes with a speedy make. Whatever your level, you'll learn
the secret of how to take sewing shortcuts while still getting a great-looking finish. With the help of clear stepby-step photographs and Tilly's award-winning instructions, this book will help you create a dream
wardrobe in no time.
The Big Book of Crochet Stitches Jan 28 2020 Increase your stitch repertoire! Access hundreds of crochet
stitches that you can use year in and year out. From two of the most respected names in crochet, this
indispensable resource provides excellent value. Find step-by-step instructions for more than 350 stitches,
from easy to advanced, including shells, fans, clusters, bobbles, and more See a swatch for each stitch in a fullcolor, close-up photograph Locate quickly and conveniently any stitch you like; stitches are grouped by style
for easy reference, and an alphabetical index is also included

The One with All the Cross-Stitch Mar 12 2021 "Get stitching with this adorable collection of cross-stitch
book that combines your favorite TV sitcom with a fun and relaxing craft! Relive the very best moments of
Friends as yo stitch together 21 iconic images and quotes..."--Page 4 of cover.
Big Book of Knitting Stitch Patterns Jul 28 2022 Presents over five hundred and fifty basic and complex
knitting stiches, which can be used to alter store-bought patterns or produce original designs.
Last Chance Knit & Stitch Jun 02 2020 "Last Chance captures the essence of Southern charm and
quirkiness. I'm totally captivated!" --- Sherryl Woods, New York Times bestselling author Molly Canaday
wishes she could repair her life as easily as she fixes cars. She was all set to open her own body shop in Last
Chance when her mother ran off and left her to manage the family yarn shop instead. Now guided by the
unsolicited-though well-intended-advice of the weekly knitting club, Molly works to untangle this mess. But
her plan unravels when the new landlord turns out to be difficult-as well as tall, dark, and handsome. Simon
Wolfe returns to quickly settle his father's estate and then leave Last Chance for good. Still wounded by a
broken heart, Simon is surprised when the town's charming streets and gentle spirit bring back good
memories. Soon the beautiful, strong-willed Molly sparks a powerful attraction that tempts him to break his
iron-clad no-commitment rule. Can Simon and Molly find a way to share work space-and build a future
together in Last Chance?
Stitch Apr 12 2021 "Still struggling to find her footing after the sudden death of her parents, the last thing
college freshman Alessa has the strength to deal with is the inexplicable visceral pull drawing her to a
handsome ghostly presence. In between grappling with exams and sorority soirees - and disturbing recurring
dreams of being captive in a futuristic prison hell - Alessa is determined to unravel the mystery of the
apparition who leaves her breathless. But the terrifying secret she uncovers will find her groping desperately
through her nightmares for answers."--Provided by publisher.
Crochet Handbook and Stitch Guide May 14 2021 Packed with step by step photographs and illustrations
for every crochet technique, you will find detailed descriptions of stitch patterns such as bobbles, popcorns,
clusters and shells, as well as ideas on how to use notions and embellishments like buttonholes, flowers, and
edgings. Includes a special section to explain how to create beautiful lace, add beads, and work Tunisian
crochet.
Knit Aug 29 2022 The art of making your own hand knits begins with a few simple steps: casting on, the
knit stitch, the purl stitch, and binding off. These are the keys that open up an entire world of possibilities in
creating your own sweaters, accessories, gifts, and more. Pam Allen, author of the best-selling book "Knitting
for Dummies", breaks down the very first few steps of knitting for the beginner. Many knitting books, like
"Knitting for Dummies", provide a complete guide to everything a knitter needs to become accomplished in
the craft. For those who are not sure they want to commit, this is the perfect start. Complete with stunning
hand-drawn illustrations, this introduction to knitting is as beautiful as it is useful.
Sew Beautiful Sep 29 2022 8 Patterns, 18 Variations, 1 Stunning New Wardrobe Stitch your way to a stylish
new wardrobe with this collection of beautiful, modern patterns. Whether you are a seasoned seamstress
looking for fresh projects or just beginning your sewing journey, you’ll learn something new from prolific
designer Kennis Wong’s expert advice and accessible pearls of sewing wisdom. In Sew Beautiful, elegance
and simplicity go hand in hand as Kennis guides you through 8 different patterns, each a closet staple you’ll
be proud to wear. Well known for helping her readers find their most flattering fit, Kennis carefully designed
each pattern for sizes 00 through 20, guaranteeing a finished garment that suits your taste, style and body
type. And with 18 variations spread across these designs, there are so many options to mix and match! Slip
into the luxurious Castlepoint Faux-Wrap Skirt on a breezy summer day, or bundle up in the cozy Taktsang
Dolman Sleeve Wrap for a cool autumn night. Going to a fancy event but can’t find anything to wear?
Wow everyone when you tell them your Palermo Tiered Dress is 100 percent handmade. With Sew Beautiful
in your crafting corner, a vibrant custom wardrobe is at your fingertips.

Stitch 'n Bitch Aug 17 2021 Knitting is hot, with 4 million newcomers in the last few years joining a core
group of 38,000,000 knitters nationwide. And these are primarily young, creative, connected chicks with
sticks who are coming together in living rooms, knitting cafes, and chic yarn stores, and making everything
from funky hats to bikinis. In Stitch 'n Bitch, Debbie Stoller-founder of the first Stitch 'n Bitch knitting group
in New York City-covers every aspect of knitting and the knitting-together lifestyle: the how-to, the when-to,
the what-to, the why-to. Writing with wit and attitude (The Knitty-Gritty, Blocking for Blockheads), she
explains the different types of needles and yarns (and sheep, too) and all the techniques from basic to fancy,
knit to purl to cast-off. She also shares her special brand of corrective surgery for when things go wrong, and
offers fun and informative sidebars on such topics as how to find the best yarn for less, how to make a
buttonhole, knitting etiquette, and what tools to keep in your knitting bag. At the heart of the book are forty
stylish patterns: Alien Scarf, Big Bad Baby Blanky, Mohair Hoodie, Kitty and Devil Hat, Cell Phone Cozy,
and Wonder Woman Bikini. And for anyone interested: how to start a Stitch 'n Bitch group.
Sewing for All Seasons Mar 24 2022 From autumn's bursts of orange and red to spring's lush greens,
summer's long-lasting golden light and winter's cool whites and grays, the changing seasons provide endless
artistic inspiration. In Sewing for All Seasons, author Susan Beal offers 24 beautiful projects imbued with the
spirit of each season. Home sewists will enjoy stitching a cozy patchwork throw for autumn, a bright
gardening apron to welcome spring, a colorful picnic quilt for summer, and soft woolen slippers for those
chilly winter nights. With how-to illustrations, helpful templates and patterns, tons of color, and eye-catching
photography, this book will leap off shelves and inspire crafters all year long.
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